The objective of this review is to enable researchers to use the software package ROSETTA for biochemical and biomedicinal studies. We provide a brief review of the six most frequent research problems tackled with ROSETTA. For each of these six tasks, we provide a tutorial that illustrates a basic ROSETTA protocol. The ROSETTA method was originally developed for de novo protein structure prediction and is regularly one of the best performers in the community-wide biennial Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction. Predictions for protein domains with fewer than 125 amino acids regularly have a backbone root-mean-square deviation of better than 5.0 Å . More impressively, there are several cases in which ROSETTA has been used to predict structures with atomic level accuracy better than 2.5 Å . In addition to de novo structure prediction, ROSETTA also has methods for molecular docking, homology modeling, determining protein structures from sparse experimental NMR or EPR data, and protein design. ROSETTA has been used to accurately design a novel protein structure, predict the structure of protein-protein complexes, design altered specificity protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, and stabilize proteins and protein complexes. Most recently, ROSETTA has been used to solve the X-ray crystallographic phase problem.
ROSETTA is a unified software package for protein structure prediction and functional design. It has been used to predict protein structures with and without the aid of sparse experimental data, perform protein-protein and protein-small molecule docking, design novel proteins, and redesign existing proteins for altered function. ROSETTA allows for rapid tests of hypotheses in biomedical research which would be impossible or exorbitantly expensive to perform via traditional experimental methods. Thereby, ROSETTA methods are becoming increasingly important in the interpretation of biological findings, e.g., from genome projects and in the engineering of therapeutics, probe molecules, and model systems in biomedical research.
ROSETTA, like all structure prediction algorithms, must perform two tasks. First, ROSETTA must explore or sample the relevant conformational space, and in the case of design, sequence space. Second, ROSETTA must accurately rank or evaluate the energy of the resulting structural models. For this purpose, ROSETTA implements (mostly) knowledge-guided Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling approaches coupled with (mostly) knowledge-based energy functions. Knowledge-based energy functions assume that most molecular properties can be derived from available information, in this case the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (1, 2) .
While other reviews have focused on a specific ROSETTA functionality, this work briefly reviews the approaches to sampling and scoring used by each of the major ROSETTA protocols (protein structure prediction, protein docking, ligand docking, and protein design). Additionally, in the Supporting Information, we provide tutorials demonstrating six of the protocols introduced in this review. The tutorials we provide are intended as starting points and are therefore as basic as possible. ROSETTA provides experienced users the option of extending and tailoring these protocols to their biomedical research question. Some of the calculations described below can be run on a standard workstation in a reasonable time, while others require small computer clusters found at most universities.
ROSETTA CONFORMATIONAL SAMPLING STRA-TEGIES
The majority of conformational sampling protocols in ROSETTA use the Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm to guide sampling. Gradient-based minimization is often employed for the last step of refinement of initial models. Since each ROSETTA protocol allows degrees of freedom specific for the task, ROSETTA can perform a diverse set of protein modeling tasks (3) .
Sampling Strategies for Backbone Degrees of Freedom. ROSETTA separates large backbone conformational sampling from local backbone refinement. Large backbone conformational changes are modeled by exchanging the backbone conformations of nine or three amino acid peptide fragments. Peptide conformations are collected from the PDB for homologous stretches of sequence (4) that capture the structural bias for the local sequence (5) . For local refinement of protein models, ROSETTA utilizes Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling of φ and ψ angles that are calculated not to disturb the global fold of the protein. Rohl (6) provides a review of the fragment selection and backbone refinement algorithms in ROSETTA.
Sampling Strategies for Side Chain Degrees of Freedom. Systematic sampling of side chain degrees of freedom of even short peptides quickly becomes intractable (7) . ROSETTA drastically reduces the number of conformations sampled through the use of discrete conformations of side chains observed in the PDB (8, 9) . These "rotamers" capture allowed combinations between side chain torsion angles, as well as the backbone φ and ψ angles, and thereby reduce the amount of conformational *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone: (615) 936-5662. Fax: (615) 936-2211. E-mail: Jens.Meiler@vanderbilt.edu. space (9) . A Metropolis Monte Carlo simulated annealing run is used to search for the combination of rotamers occupying the global minimum in the energy function (8, 10) . This general approach is extended to protein design via replacement of a rotamer of amino acid A with a rotamer of amino acid B in the Monte Carlo step.
ROSETTA ENERGY FUNCTION
Simulations with ROSETTA can be classified on the basis of whether amino acid side chains are represented by super atoms or centroids in the low-resolution mode or at atomic detail in the high-resolution mode. Both modes come with tailored energy functions that have been reviewed previously by Rohl (6) .
ROSETTA Knowledge-Based Centroid Energy Function. The low-resolution energy function treats the side chains as centroids (4, 11) . The energy function models solvation, electrostatics, hydrogen bonding between β strands, and steric clashes. Solvation effects are modeled as the probability of seeing a particular amino acid with a given number of R carbons within an amino acid-dependent cutoff distance. Electrostatic interactions are modeled as the probability of observing a given distance between centroids of amino acids. Hydrogen bonding between β strands is evaluated on the basis of the relative geometric arrangement of strand fragments. Backbone atom and side chain centroid overlap is penalized and thus provides the repulsive component of a van der Waals force. A radius of gyration term is used to model the effect of van der Waals attraction. All probability profiles have been derived using Bayesian statistics on crystal structures from the PDB. The lower resolution of this centroid-based energy function smoothes the energy landscape at the expense of its accuracy. The smoother energy landscape allows structures that are close to the true global minima to maintain a low energy even with structural defects that a full atom energy function would stiffly penalize.
Knowledge-Based All Atom Energy Function. The all atom high-resolution energy function used by ROSETTA was originally developed for protein design (8, 12) . It combines the 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential for van der Waals forces, a solvation approximation (13) , an orientation-dependent hydrogen bonding potential (14) , a knowledge-based electrostatics term, and a knowledge-based conformation-dependent amino acid internal free energy term (9) . An important consideration in the construction of this potential was that all energy terms are pairwise decomposable. The pairwise decomposition of each of the terms limits the total number of energy contributions to 1 / 2 N(N -1) when N is the number of atoms within the system. This limitation allows precomputation and storage of many of these energy contributions in the computer memory, which is necessary for rapid execution of the Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling strategies employed by ROSETTA during protein design and atomic-detail protein structure prediction.
PROTEIN STRUCTURE PREDICTION
The central tenet of structural biology is that structure determines function. Thus, the structure of a protein is critical for a full understanding of its function. Experimental structure determination techniques such as X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance, electron paramagnetic resonance, and electron microscopy require significant investments of effort to produce structures of a molecule. Conversely, the advent of the genomic revolution created an explosion in the number of known sequences for biopolymers. For example, from October 2008 to March 2009, approximately 8 million (!) new, nonredundant sequences were added to the BLAST database. ROSETTA remedies the shortfall in structural information by predicting highprobability structures for a given amino acid sequence.
De Novo Folding Simulation. The "protein folding problem" (given an amino acid sequence, predict the tertiary structure into which it folds) is considered the greatest challenge in computational structural biology. The ROSETTA de novo structure prediction algorithm has been reviewed and described in detail elsewhere (4, 6, 11, 15) . Briefly, ROSETTA begins with an extended peptide chain. Insertion of backbone fragments rapidly "folds" the protein using the low-resolution energy function and sampling approaches ( Figure 1 ). ROSETTA attempts approximately 30000 nine-residue fragment insertions followed by another 10000 three-residue fragment insertions to generate a protein model (6) . Usually, 20000-50000 models are folded for each individual protein (15) . The resulting models can undergo atomic-detail refinement, or if computational expense is an issue, clustering based on the C R root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) (16, 17) can reduce the number of models before performing refinement. The clustering parameters are chosen by the user to generate clusters that maintain the same overall fold (i.e., C R rmsd < 5 Å ) while maximizing coverage of the structure space sampled. The lowest-energy models and the structures at the center of the clusters enter atomic-detail refinement (read below). The "Protein Folding" and "Refinement" tutorials in the supplement cover many aspects of this protocol.
In 2009, Das et al. implemented an addition to the existing de novo protein folding protocol that allowed for accurate prediction of homomeric proteins (18) . They combined elements of ROSETTA de novo structure prediction (19) with protein-protein docking (20) to develop ROSETTAFOLD-AND-DOCK. FOLD-AND-DOCK alternates between cycles of symmetric fragment insertion as in ROSETTA de novo prediction and rigid-body docking between the partially assembled monomers. Following complex assembly, the entire complex undergoes full atom refinement.
FOLD-AND-DOCK assumes that secondary structural elements of a homomer are symmetric and inserts the same fragments into every subunit. As the interface between a homomer is largely buried, docking while folding allows this region to be protected and stabilized during the folding simulation, which greatly improved the accuracy. Using this method, the structure of a K138A mutant of the Rab6-GTP 3 GCC185 Rab binding domain complex (PDB entry 3bbp) (21) was predicted within 1 Å rmsd of the experimental structure in a blind prediction test.
To further improve resolution, sparse NMR-derived chemical shift restraints were added, yielding models with rmsd values of <1 Å . Typically, structure elucidation for homomers with NMR-derived restraints would have required extensive data sets of RDCs, NOEs, chemical shifts, and scalar couplings.
Comparative Modeling. Comparative modeling in ROSETTA starts after the alignment of a target sequence with a template protein, using sequence-sequence or sequence-structure alignment tools as described by Raman et al. (19) . The quality of the alignment determines the aggressiveness of the sampling in ROSETTA (19) . In a case with a high degree of sequence homology (>50% identical sequence), the protein backbone is only rebuilt in regions surrounding insertions and deletions in the sequence alignment (19, 22) . Consequently, ROSETTA starts with the template structure and builds in missing loops using fragment insertion or randomization of φ and ψ angles followed by one of the loop closure algorithms such as cyclic coordinate descent or kinematic closure (23) (24) (25) . In the case of a medium to low degree of sequence identity between the template and target, Raman et al. applied a more aggressive iterative stochastic rebuild and refine protocol that allowed the complete rebuilding of large regions of the protein, which in some cases included entire secondary structure elements (19) .
Mandell et al. (24) recently developed a Loop Closure algorithm in ROSETTA that achieves rmsd values of better than 1 Å . Their adaptation of Kinematic closure (KIC) first selects three C R atoms as pivots. Next, nonpivot (j and ψ) torsion angles are sampled, leading to a chain break at the middle pivot. Finally, KIC is used to determine j and ψ torsion angles for the pivot atoms that close the loop. For a data set of 25 loops containing 12 residues each, ROSETTA achieved a median accuracy of 0.8 Å rmsd (see Figure 2 ). This demonstrates an improvement over both the standard ROSETTA cyclic coordinate descent protocol and a stateof-the-art molecular dynamics protocol (median accuracies of 2.0 and 1.2 Å rmsd, respectively). The "Loop Modeling" tutorial demonstrates the kinematic loop closure protocol.
Model Relaxation and Refinement. After construction of a protein backbone via de novo protein folding or comparative modeling, the model enters atom-detail refinement (15, 26, 27) . During the iterative relaxation protocol, φ and ψ angles of the backbone are perturbed slightly while the overall global conformation of the protein is maintained. The side chains of the protein are adjusted using a simulated annealing Metropolis Monte Carlo search of the rotamer space. Finally, gradient minimization is applied to all torsional degrees of freedom (φ, ψ, ω, and χ). The repulsive portion of van der Waals potential is increased incrementally, moving the structure to the nearest energy minimum. Extensive use of the all atom model refinement has proven integral to the success of ROSETTA in the recent Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments. A basic refinement protocol is introduced in the "Refinement" tutorial.
Recently, Qian et al. applied the refinement protocol to protein structures determined de novo, via comparative modeling, or using NMR-derived restraints (26) . In this protocol, protein models derived from NMR constraints or comparative modeling were used as a basis for solving the crystallographic phase problem. The model was initially minimized using ROSETTA's all atom Monte Carlo Refinement protocol. The results of this refinement were used to identify regions likely to deviate from the native structure. In this context, it was demonstrated that regions of high variability between refined models often correlate to areas of deviation from the native structure. The conformational space in these areas was sampled extensively using the fragment replacement approach used by ROSETTA's de novo structure prediction protocol. The resulting models are then subjected to another round of all atom refinement. This cycle of refinement and conformational sampling is performed iteratively, each time using only the lowest-energy models from the previous round of refinement, until the system converges. The final models were then used in molecular replacement to solve the crystallographic phase problem. In a blind test, this ab initio phase solution method resulted in significant improvement in structural resolution compared to that of the original unrefined models. The protocol can also be applied for the refinement of models derived from medium-resolution NMR data.
ROSETTA's Performance in the CASP Experiment. RO-SETTA has displayed remarkable success in de novo structure prediction in the last several blind CASP experiments; this is evidenced by the method's ranking among the top structure prediction groups (16, 19, 22, (28) (29) (30) (31) . During CASP, sequences of proteins not yet reported in the PDB are distributed among participating laboratories. Within a given time limit, predictions are collected and assessed on the basis of the experimental structure that is typically available shortly after the CASP experiment (http://www.predictioncenter.org). Generally, ROSET-TA has superseded competing approaches at predicting the structure of small to moderately sized protein domains with fewer than 200 amino acids de novo. Shortly after the CASP6 (held in 2004), Bradley et al. showed that for a benchmark of small proteins ROSETTA de novo structure prediction found models at atomic detail accuracy in an encouraging eight of 16 cases (15, 29) . In that same year, Misura et al. found that homology models built with ROSETTA can be more accurate than their templates (15) . During CASP 7, with the assistance of the ROSETTA@Home distributed computer network, several moderately sized domains were predicted to atomic-detail accuracy within 2 Å of the experimental structure for the first time (16) . On the basis of the performance of ROSETTA in improving models over the best template structures available (see Figure 3 ) (19), Raman et al. suggest that the limitation of the ROSETTA structure prediction protocol remains in the sampling algorithms rather than the energy function. For this reason, prediction of larger domains becomes possible upon introduction of experimental data which restricts the conformational space.
ROSETTA Leverages Sparse Experimental Data from NMR and EPR Experiments. ROSETTA allows incorporation of many types of experimental restraints. ROSETTA's ability to deal with restraints derived from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the most developed (32) . NMR restraints have two entry points into the ROSETTA protein structure prediction routine. Chemical shift assignments for backbone atoms can be converted to φ and ψ backbone angle restraints (33) and are used during the selection of the fragment libraries. Distance and orientation restraints [e.g., nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) restraints and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), respectively] colleagues demonstrated that comparative models refined with RO-SETTA improved upon the best template structure available for several CASP targets, for example, (a) T0492 and (b) T0464. The native structure is colored blue, the best submitted ROSETTA model red, and the best template structure green. The ROSETTA models for T0492 resulted in atomic-level accuracy for side chains in the core of the protein. For T0464, a 25-residue insertion was predicted which resulted in models that were significantly improved over the best templates available. One of the models was further improved in the model refinement category. From (19) reprinted with permission from Proteins. are incorporated into the scoring function used during folding. Bowers et al. showed that a sparse mixture of short-and longrange NOE restraints (approximately one restraint per residue) in addition to the backbone chemical shifts enables ROSETTA to build models at atomic-detail accuracy (34) . Rohl and Baker (35) likewise demonstrated that limited RDC measurements (approximately one per residue) in combination with backbone chemical shifts identify the correct fold. Meiler and Baker presented a protocol that uses unassigned NMR restraints for rapid protein fold determination (36) . More recently, Shen et al. showed the use of a modified fragment selection protocol in ROSETTA to generate structures of a quality comparable to those from traditional NMR structure determination methods (37) . Furthermore, Shen found that ROSETTA sampling can compensate for the incomplete and incorrect NMR restraints (38) . A major point to note is that in each of these examples ROSETTA is used to complement structure restraints obtained early in the structure determination process. Consistently, ROSETTA models are accurate at the atomic level of detail that would only be apparent from either significantly more or higher-resolution experimental information. For example, Rohl and Baker found that ROSETTA produced ubiquitin models with an rmsd of <4 Å of the experimental structure using RDC restraints that were also consistent with models that have an rmsd of >20 Å (35) .
Beyond NMR restraints, any experimental data suitable to represent the distance between atoms can be used in the simulation. Through site-directed spin labeling (SDSL), such distance restraints can be obtained from electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy (39) . Alexander et al. generated accurate atomic-detail models of T4 lysozyme (see Figure 4 ) and the heat shock protein R-crystallin using SDSL-EPR data using as few as one distance restraint for every four residues. Similar approaches can be used to model multimeric complexes from monomers, as Hanson et al. showed for the Arrestin tetramer in solution (40) . Both the "Protein Folding" and "Loop Modeling" tutorials demonstrate the use of distance restraints.
ROSETTA Models Assist in the Determination of Molecular Structures from Electron Diffraction Data. De novopredicted models have also been used to assist in phasing of X-ray diffraction data (see Figure 5 ) (26, 41, 42) . Das and Baker found that for 15 of 30 benchmark cases, ROSETTA de novo models successfully solved the phase problem by molecular replacement (43) . Das and Baker suggest that approximately one in six X-ray diffraction data sets for proteins with 100 or fewer residues can be solved via molecular replacement using ROSETTAgenerated de novo models. In a subsequent study, Ramelot et al. showed that refinement of NMR ensembles using ROSETTA results in higher-quality molecular replacement solutions to X-ray diffraction data than direct use of the NMR ensembles (42) . DiMaio et al. extended ROSETTA to directly build models from electron density (44) . Both Lindert and DiMaio have obtained atomic accuracy models via cryo-electron microscopy density maps at resolutions of 4-7 Å using ROSETTA (44) (45) (46) . In both cases, resulting models have a higher resolution than the density from which they were built.
Protein Structure Prediction Servers. Large parts of the ROSETTA protein structure prediction protocol, including generation of fragments, de novo folding, and comparative modeling, have been replicated in an automated server ROBETTA (30, 47, 48) . Chivian found that comparative models built with early versions of ROBETTA generally did not improve upon templates from close homologues; however, recently, ROBETTA performed well in fold recognition and produced models that serve as good starting points for further refinement (48) . In the most recent CASP, however, ROBETTA produced several models with accuracy comparable to that of the best human predictions (19) . For instance, ROBETTA's top model for the server only target, T0513 domain 2, had an rmsd of 0.84 Å . In general, the performance of ROBETTA compared to that of other servers increases as the quality of the template structures decreases (19) . ROBETTA is publicly accessible at http://robetta.bakerlab.org.
PROTEIN-PROTEIN DOCKING
While protein function is often determined by interactions with other proteins, most structures found in the PDB contain single chains. Because of the difficulties in determining structures of protein complexes, computational methods for predicting proteinprotein interactions are important. ROSETTADOCK provides tools for predicting the interaction of two proteins (49) . ROSETTADOCK employs first a low-resolution rigid-body docking. The second high-resolution refinement stage provides for side chain conformational sampling and backbone relaxation.
The ROSETTADOCK algorithm begins with random reorientation of both proteins (49) . Next, one protein slides into contact with the other. The following low-resolution docking conformational search involves 500 Monte Carlo rigid-body movements. These moves rotate and translate one protein around the surface of the other with movements chosen from a Gaussian distribution centered at 5°and 0.7 Å . Each conformation is scored using the low-resolution energy function based on residue pair interaction statistics, residue environment statistics, and van der Waals attractive and repulsive terms. In this low-resolution step, side chains are represented by their centroids.
Next, 50 cycles of high-resolution refinement at the atomic level of detail are performed. Each cycle consists of a 0.1 Å random rigid-body translation, Monte Carlo-based side chain rotamer sampling (packing), and gradient-based rigid-body minimization to find a local energy minimum. Finally, backbone flexibility is introduced around the protein interface. The "Protein-Protein Docking" tutorial demonstrates the entire protocol. ROSETTADOCK is available as a web server (http://rosettadock. graylab.jhu.edu) but is limited to complexes for which the approximate binding orientation is known. The server produces 1000 structures and returns details for the 10 lowest-energy models (50) .
ROSETTADOCK successfully recovered the native structures of 42 of 54 benchmark targets from which side chains had been removed (49) . Starting with randomly placed proteins, ROSETTA-DOCK predicts more than 50% of the interface contacts for 23 of 32 benchmark targets (49) . These results have improved with the addition of backbone flexibility (3) and conformational sampling (51) .
ROSETTADOCK has been used to predict the structures of anthrax protective antigen (52) and epidermal growth factor (53) bound to monoclonal antibodies. Both docking studies led to predicted interface structures consistent with known mutant binding properties and were used to select residues for sitedirected mutagenesis. The antibody modeling protocol has been made accessible through a web server (http://antibody.graylab. jhu.edu).
ROSETTADOCK was benchmarked in the Critical Assessment of PRediction of Interactions (CAPRI) experiment ( Figure 6) , where it achieved full-atom rmsds of better than 1.6 Å for most targets (54) . Its success has been attributed to advances such as the inclusion of gradient-based energy minimization of side chain torsion angles (54), incorporation of biochemical data (55), and coupling of docking with loop modeling (55).
Sircar and Gray recently reported on an extension of the ROSETTADOCK algorithm that allows for accurate modeling of antibody-antigen complexes in the absence of an antibody crystal structure (56) . SNUGDOCK simultaneously samples the rigid-body antibody-antigen positions, the orientation of antibody light and heavy chains, and the conformations of the six complementary determining loops. Additionally, antibody conformational ensembles can be provided to mimic conformational selection. As in ROSETTADOCK, side chain rotamers are sampled during high-resolution refinement.
SNUGDOCK was compared with ROSETTADOCK in a blind prediction of human MCP-1 binding 11k2 antibody (PDB entry 2bdn) (57) . While the lowest-energy structure produced by ROSETTADOCK is incorrect, the model produced by SNUG-DOCK meets the CAPRI acceptable criterion of having more than 30% of the residue-residue contacts predicted correctly. When combined with ensemble sampling, five of the 10 lowestenergy models meet the CAPRI medium-quality criterion of correctly predicting more than 50% residue-residue contacts. Similar results were seen in a benchmark of 15 antibody-antigen complexes.
PROTEIN-LIGAND DOCKING
Ligand docking seeks to predict the interaction between a protein and a small molecule. Most ligand docking applications struggle to correctly predict conformational selection or inducedfit effects (58) resulting from ligand and protein flexibility. As applications were originally designed for protein-ligand docking, flexibility is often a feature added as an afterthought. On the other hand, ROSETTA was originally developed for de novo structure prediction. As such, it was designed from its inception to efficiently model flexibility. While protein flexibility is welldefined by side chain rotamers and backbone φ and ψ angle changes, small molecule flexibility was newly introduced into ROSETTA (59). Modeling ligand flexibility using knowledge-based score functions is especially challenging since the available small molecule crystal structures pale in comparison to the possible chemical diversity available to small molecules.
ROSETTALIGAND is an application for docking a small molecule in the binding pocket of a protein that considers both ligand and protein flexibility (60) . The ROSETTALIGAND algorithm is a modification of the ROSETTADOCK algorithm. First, a ligand conformer is chosen randomly from a user-provided ligand conformational ensemble. Second, the ligand is moved to a user-defined putative binding site. A low-resolution shape complementarity search translates and rotates the ligand optimizing attractive and repulsive score terms. In the high-resolution phase, cycles of Monte Carlo minimization perturb the ligand pose and optimize amino acid side chain rotamers and ligand conformers. Lastly, all torsion degrees of freedom in the ligand and protein undergo gradient minimization, and the model is output. The "Small Molecule Docking" tutorial demonstrates this protocol.
In a benchmark, ROSETTALIGAND successfully recovered the native structure of 80 of 100 protein-ligand complexes with an rmsd better than 2.0 Å . When docking ligands into experimental protein structures determined with different binding partners (cross-docking), ROSETTALIGAND recovered the native structure in 14 of 20 cases. Comparing binding energy predictions with 229 experimentally determined binding energies from the Ligand-Protein Database (http://lpdb.chem.lsa.umich.edu) (61), ROSETTA-LIGAND achieved an overall correlation coefficient of 0.63, which is comparable to the best scoring functions available for protein-ligand interfaces (62) .
Recently, backbone flexibility was added to the docking algorithm which led to improved predictions, including lower rmsds among top scoring ligands (63) . Backbone flexibility allows prediction of induced-fit effects that occur upon ligand binding. When ROSETTALIGAND was tested in a blind study on a set of lead-like compounds, its performance was comparable to those of other commercially available docking programs (64) . The authors caution, however, that current docking programs fail 70% of the time on at least one of the receptors in the test set.
Often researchers seek to understand the interaction of a small molecule with a target protein whose structure has not yet been determined. In such cases, docking studies utilize comparative models. ROSETTALIGAND was recently used by Kaufmann et al. (65) to dock serotonin into comparative models of human and Drosophila serotonin transporters (hSERT and dSERT, respectively). The models were based on the leucine transporter (LeuTAa) structure reported by Yamashita et al. (66) which has an overall sequence similarity of 17% and a binding site similarity of 50% with SERT. Using these models alone, ROSETTALIGAND predicted a binding mode that places serotonin deep in the binding pocket of SERT (see Figure 7 ). This binding mode is consistent with site-directed mutagenesis studies and substituted cysteine accessibility method (SCAM) data and retains the amine placement seen in the LeuTAa structure. Additionally, binding energy predictions of serotonin analogues agree with experimental data (R = 0.72).
Kaufmann and Meiler find that ROSETTALIGAND successfully docks a variety of small molecules into comparative models (unpublished results). ROSETTALIGAND identified the binding mode within 2 Å rmsd for six of nine protein-ligand complexes in which models had been submitted in the eighth CASP competition. In seven additional examples, Kaufmann and Meiler observe that ROSETTALIGAND samples the correct binding mode in at least one template for most ligands, yielding an overall success rate of better than 70%. This success rate is comparable to ROSETTALIGAND's performance with an experimental structure for the protein partner and can be attributed to ROSETTALIGAND's ability to sample protein conformational changes.
PROTEIN DESIGN
All protocols discussed up to this point relate to protein structure prediction and seek to determine the position of amino acid atoms in space. Protein design, on the other hand, seeks to determine an amino acid sequence that folds into a given protein structure or performs a given function. In this context, the protein design problem (to find a sequence that folds into a given tertiary structure) is also known as the "inverse protein folding problem". The ROSETTADESIGN algorithm (12) is an iterative process that energetically optimizes both the structure and sequence of a protein. ROSETTADESIGN alternates between rounds of fixed backbone sequence optimization and flexible backbone energy minimization (12) . During the sequence optimization step, a Monte Carlo simulated annealing search is used to sample the sequence space. Every amino acid is considered at each position in the sequence, and rotamers are constrained to the Dunbrack Library (67). After each round of Monte Carlo sequence optimization, the backbone is relaxed to accommodate the designed amino acids (12) . The practical uses of ROSETTADESIGN can be divided into five basic categories: design of novel folds (12), redesign of existing proteins (68), protein interface design (69), enzyme design (70) , and prediction of fibril-forming regions in proteins (71) . The "De Novo Protein Design" tutorial demonstrates the complete redesign of the protein ubiquitin.
De Novo Protein Design. The ROSETTADESIGN method has been used for the de novo design of a fold that was not (yet) represented in the PDB. A starting backbone model consisting of a five-strand β sheet and two packed R helices was constructed with the ROSETTA de novo protocol using distance constraints derived from a two-dimensional sketch (12) . The sequence was iteratively designed with five simulation trials of 15 cycles each. The final sequence was expressed, and the structure was determined using X-ray crystallography. The experimental structure has an rmsd with respect to the computational design of <1.1 Å (see Figure 8 ) (12) .
Similarly, a molecular switch that folded into a trimeric coiled coil in the absence of zinc, and a monomeric zinc finger in the presence of zinc, was designed by extending ROSETTADESIGN to simultaneously optimize a sequence in two different folds. The sequence of an existing zinc finger domain was aligned with a coiled-coil hemaglutinin domain. During the design protocol, the sequence was optimized to fold into both tertiary structures (72) .
Redesign of Existing Proteins. When nine globular proteins were stripped of all side chains and then redesigned using ROSETTADESIGN, the average sequence recovery was 35% for all residues (73) . In four of nine cases, the protein stability improved as measured by chemical denaturation. The structure of a redesigned human procarboxypeptidase (PDB entry 1aye) (74) was determined experimentally. ROSETTADESIGN was then used to systematically identify mutations of procarboxypeptidase that would improve the stability of the protein. All of the tested mutants were more stable than the wild-type protein, with the top-scoring mutant having a reduction of free energy of 5.2 kcal/mol (75) .
The ROSETTADESIGN server (http://rosettadesign.med.unc. edu) (76) is a Web-based interface to the fixed backbone design module of ROSETTA that allows design of proteins with up to 200 residues. The average design takes 5-30 min to complete.
Interface Design. Computational design techniques have been used to engineer an endonuclease with altered specificity. A 1400 Å 2 interface was designed between individual domains of two homodimeric endonucleases (I-DomI and I-CreI). The design retained specificity and catalytic activity and crystallized with an rmsd of 0.8 Å with respect to the model (77) . Similarly, a highly effective specificity switch was designed into the colicin E7 DNase-Im7 immunity complex through the design of a novel hydrogen bond network (Figure 9 ). This designed network exhibited a 300-fold increase in specificity (78) . ROSETTA's alanine scanning application simulates experimental alanine scanning in silico. Each residue in the protein complex is iteratively mutated to an alanine, and the change in binding free energy is calculated. In silico alanine scanning has been implemented in the current version of ROSETTA and is available through a Web-based interface (http://robetta.bakerlab.org) (69) . More recently, multispe-cific designs have been generated in which a single protein interface sequence is simultaneously optimized to bind to multiple targets, producing a so-called "hub" protein (79) .
Protein design approaches have enhanced our knowledge of how protein sequence relates to protein structure. For instance, the finding that designed protein sequences are highly similar to the native sequence suggests that native protein sequences are optimal for their structure (8) . Recently, Babor and Kortemme investigated the antibody sequence-structure relationship using ROSETTA protein design. They demonstrated that native sequences of antibody H3 loops are optimal for conformational flexibility (80) . The authors collected pairs of unbound and antigenbound antibody structures. They used multiconstraint design to find low-scoring sequences that were consistent with both unbound and bound structures. The sequences predicted by multiconstraint design were more similar to the native sequences than the sequences predicted to preferentially bind either the unbound or bound conformations. Next, they collected pairs of antibody structures differing only in their degree of maturation. They used protein design in ROSETTA to show that mature antibody sequences are optimized for the bound conformation.
A current major challenge in protein interface design is the de novo design of a novel protein-protein interface. So far, the most successful attempts at de novo interface design have been relatively modest, focusing on small proteins and yielding micromolar affinity (20, 81) .
Enzyme Design. The ROSETTAMATCH algorithm (82) starts from the protein backbone and attempts to build toward the specified transition state geometry. In this method, all possible active site positions are defined for the protein scaffold, and rotamers from the Dunbrack library (67) are placed at each sequence position in the catalytic site. The sequence of the area surrounding the catalytic site is then designed using the ROSET-TADESIGN method (82). Recently, the ROSETTAMATCH algorithm was used to design enzymes that catalyze the retro-aldol reaction (70) . The degrees of freedom in the transition state, the orientation of the active site side chains, and the conformations of the active site side chains were simultaneously optimized. Of 72 models tested, a total of 32 were found to have catalytic activity as much as four orders of magnitude greater than that of an uncatalyzed reaction. Two of the active enzymes were crystallized. The experimental structures share a high degree of similarity with the computational design (rmsd better than 1.1 Å ), although the loop regions surrounding the catalytic site show significant variance from the model (70) .
R€ othlisberger et al. have computationally designed functional Kemp elimination catalysts using ROSETTAMATCH. Quantum chemical predictions were used to generate an idealized transition state model, and ROSETTAMATCH was used to search for backbone configurations that would support the predicted transition sate. The resulting designs were expressed and found to have k cat /K m values between 6 and 160 M -1 s -1 . Directed evolution was then performed on the designed enzymes to produce an optimized enzyme with a k cat /K m of 2600 M -1 s -1 (83) .
The ROSETTADESIGN Algorithm Can Be Used To Identify Structurally Similar Peptide Fragments. A method for predicting peptides capable of forming amyloid fibrils was recently developed using the ROSETTADESIGN protocol (71) . The most well understood fibril-forming fragment, the NNQQNY peptide, was used as a template, and the sequence space was searched for alternative fibril-forming sequences. This method was then used to predict fibril-forming regions in proteins known to form amyloids.
CAVEATS OF MODELING
Despite ROSETTA's success in producing accurate and precise models, some of its predictions will necessarily be incorrect, whether due to imperfections in the statistically derived energy function or to practical limits on exhaustive sampling. The following four strategies must be employed by the skeptical researcher to reject incorrect models and validate the low-energy predictions.
(1) Model precision is a necessary prerequisite for model accuracy. Hence, it is an important strategy to ensure precision by insisting upon convergence of multiple independent trials toward a single low-energy solution. This strategy is employed, for example, during the analysis of pairwise rmsd values of lowenergy models in an "energy funnel".
(2) A modification of the precision analysis is clustering. If more than one low-energy solution is found, clustering assesses whether independent trajectories converged to a limited number of low-energy solutions. For example, clustering of models and ranking by cluster size is commonly used in de novo structure prediction, based on the observation that the deepest energy well is frequently also the widest (84) . This is important because even using Monte Carlo search, adequate sampling is expensive to achieve due to the extreme roughness of the energy landscape (15). (3) Every mode of ROSETTA described in this review has been benchmarked on a set of test cases. Before these protocols are applied to a system that falls outside the scope of the test cases, it is necessary to apply the protocol to a closely related system of known structure. This experiment serves as a positive control for the method. Even if the application falls within the scope of the original benchmark, it is advisible to reproduce the benchmark results to ensure the operator-independent performance of the respective version of the software and accurate application of the protocol.
(4) It is insufficient to rely solely on the ROSETTA energy function to discriminate good models from bad. The reliability of the result can be improved by incorporating the scores from disparate structure evaluators such as PROCHECK (85) and the DOPE scoring function implemented in Modeler (86) .
All of the preceding avenues are available without a departure from purely computational methodology. However, the most powerful and only conclusive method to ensure the reliability of computational models is the incorporation of experimental data. There are three strategies to incorporate experimental data into a modeling project: (a) Experimental restraints can be applied during the simulation (compare protein structure determination from NMR/EPR restraints); (b) Experimental restraints can discriminate inaccurate models in a post-simulation filtering; (c) Experimental restraints can be recorded to verify a computational model or hypothesis. More broadly, ROSETTA is most valuable as an integrated component of a research program in which initial structural models are used to guide hypothesis generation, and then data from experimental testing of these predictions are used to select and refine supported models in an iterative process.
CONCLUSION
The ROSETTA protein modeling suite provides a variety of tools for protein structure prediction and functional design. These techniques have been used in conjunction with traditional molecular and biochemical techniques to make predictions that would be prohibitively expensive or time-consuming via noncomputational methods. The quality of predictions has reached atomic-detail accuracy in many examples and is a practical tool for biochemical and biomedical research. ROSETTA's de novo folding protocol is applicable if the protein of interest has no detectable homologues in the PDB and is fewer than 100 residues in length. For comparative models based on medium to distant homologues (25 and 50% identical sequence), ROSETTA's comparative modeling protocols offer the ability of remodeling variable regions and regions of poor alignment. ROSETTA's knowledge-based energy function and large-scale sampling strategies allow for construction of models from incomplete or limited experimental data sets. ROSETTA shows the capability of supplying structural detail in regions of the models underdetermined by the experimental data. ROSETTA's protein-protein and protein-ligand docking protocols have proven to be particularly helpful if induced fit and conformational selection play a critical role in the interaction. Specialized protocols make ROSETTA an attractive option for antibody modeling. While de novo protein design remains a challenging problem, ROSETTA can routinely be applied when searching for thermo-stabilizing mutations, when redesigning protein-protein interfaces, and when performing in silico mutagenesis studies such as alanine scanning.
Installation and Licensing. The ROSETTA licenses are available at http://www.rosettacommons.org/software free of charge for noncommercial use. ROSETTA is compatible with most Unix-based operating systems and is distributed as source code. A user manual describing compilation, installation, and usage for the current release can be found at http://www.rosettacommons.org/manuals/ rosetta3_user_guide. Interested developers can join the ROSETTA-COMMONS setup to contribute to the ROSETTA software package.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Several ROSETTA Methods under Development Have Been Excluded from This Review. In addition to the protocols described above, several additional methods are currently in development. These methods have been excluded from this review as they are not yet fully implemented in the release version of the software. ROSETTAMEMBRANE is a transmembrane helix scoring potential that allows ROSETTA to predict and design membrane bound proteins at atomic detail. In 2007, Barth et al. used this potential to predict the structure of small transmembrane helices at up to 2.5 Å rmsd (87) . The ROSETTADESIGN protocol has also been adapted to model DNA-protein interactions. In 2002, Chevalier et al. used a DNA-protein interaction scoring function in combination with ROSETTADESIGN to produce a novel endonuclease with high specificity (77) . In addition to DNA-protein interactions, scoring potentials have been developed to score RNA-RNA interactions and allow for de novo prediction of RNA tertiary structure. This method was developed by Das et al. and uses the ROSETTA fragment-based design approach in conjunction with a knowledge-based potential for modeling RNA interactions. Through the use of this method, RNA structures have been predicted with a 4.0 Å rmsd with respect to the backbone (16). Sheffler et al. implemented a space filling VDW model called ROSETTAHOLES that detects voids and packing errors in protein structures (88) . Extensions to the experimental modes available for docking small molecule ligands are also under development. These extensions will allow users to simultaneously dock multiple ligands and perform fragmentbased design based on a scaffold and a library of small chemical fragments.
ROSETTA Interfaces. ROSETTA provides several optional user interfaces for interacting with the ROSETTA library. In addition to the standard command line interface, pyROSETTA (http://pyrosetta.org) has been developed. It contains a set of Python bindings to the ROSETTA libraries which integrates many aspects of ROSETTA into Python scripts. A simple XML-based scripting language is available which allows users without programming experience to quickly generate custom protocols consisting of existing ROSETTA movers and filters. In addition to these conventional interfaces, the "FoldIt" game has been developed in which the player manually alters the protein conformation to identify energy minima using the ROSETTA scoring function (http://www.fold.it).
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
We provide six tutorials that demonstrate basic usage of ROSETTA: (1) protein folding, (2) refinement, (3) loop modeling, (4) protein-protein docking, (5) small molecule docking, and (6) protein design. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
